## Alert 0874/09: Baby's Rattle with Saxophone and Guitar

### Alert Information
- **Alert number**: 0874/09
- **Category**: Toys
- **Type of alert**: Products with serious risks
- **Product user**: Consumer
- **Product**: Baby's rattle
- **Brand**: Toys
- **Type / number of model**: - rattle with saxophone NO: 685, - rattle with guitar NO: 686

### Description
Plastic varicoloured baby's rattles in the shape of animals playing musical instruments. Two pieces packed in a transparent plastic bag closed with a cardboard label marked "TOYS", with a CE mark, a pictogram and the country of origin.

### Country of origin
China

### Alert submitted by
Slovakia

### Risk type
Choking

### Risk
The product poses a risk of choking because the ball of the rattle can break into small parts, generating sharp edges and releasing a rattling small ball that fits entirely into the small part test cylinder. The product does not comply with the Toys Directive and with the relevant European standard EN 71.

### Measures adopted by notifying country
Sales ban, withdrawal from the market and recall from consumers ordered by the authorities.
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